An economical way of updating your existing WPS Whelen products to the latest technology is by replacing the electronics.

Often the speaker array outlasts the electronics. Instead of replacing the entire station, replace just the electronics. All of the latest assembled and tested components are mounted on the swing-out panel and are ready to replace the existing panel. Easy installation at a fraction of the cost of a new product.

Front Panel Features
- Motherboard
- Power amplifiers with 400 watt output
- Battery charger
- ESC2030 electronic controller
- Pressure sensitive switch pad
- New harnesses

Front Panel Upgrade Models
- **FPU2801** - For Model WPS2801, one power amplifier with 400 watt output
- **FPU2802** - For Model WPS2802, two power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2803** - For Model WPS2803, three power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2804** - For Model WPS2804, four power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2805** - For Model WPS2805, five power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2806** - For Model WPS2806, six power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2807** - For Model WPS2807, seven power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2808** - For Model WPS2808, eight power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2809** - For Model WPS2809, nine power amplifiers each with 400 watt output
- **FPU2810** - For Model WPS2810, ten power amplifiers each with 400 watt output

Factory quotation required for all Front Panel Upgrades.